Late potentials and arrhythmogenesis.
There are three current prognostic indicators of ventricular electrical instability: categorization and stratification of spontaneous ventricular arrhythmias from standard ECG recordings; programmed electrical stimulation; direct recording of delayed depolarization potentials, usually referred to as late potentials. Of the three, the latter offers a new and promising approach. Late potentials represent delayed activation potentials of diseased myocardial zones and may prove to be a strong independent marker of the propensity to develop reentrant ventricular arrhythmias and sudden cardiac electrical death. The problem in identifying late potentials on the body surface is that the signal is smaller than the electrical noise produced by various sources. Two different techniques have been utilized to improve the signal-to-noise ratio: first, signal averaging, which is applicable to regular repetitive electrocardiographic signals but cannot detect moment-to-moment dynamic changes in the signal; second, low-noise or high-resolution electrocardiography that utilizes spatial averaging techniques as well as other noise-reducing measures to record the late potentials on a beat-to-beat basis. This technique has the potential of directly identifying malignant "reentrant" versus benign "focal" ventricular rhythms. The present report discusses the electrophysiologic basis of late potentials and the clinical results of both signal-averaged and low-noise recordings for evaluation of ventricular electrical instability, particularly in patients with ischemic heart disease.